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Summary
The Global Change Technology Initiative calls for
a geostationary platform for Earth-science monitor-
ing. One of the major science instruments is the high-
frequency microwave sounder (HFMS) which uses a
large-diameter, high-resolution, high-frequency mi-
crowave antenna. The size and required accuracy
of this antenna dictate the need for a segmented re-
flector, and on-orbit disturbances may be a signif-
icant factor in its design. A study was performed
to examine the effects of the geosynchronous tiler-
inal environment on the performance of the strong-
back structure for a proposed antenna concept for
this application. The study included definition of
the strongback and a corresponding mmmrical model
to be used in the thermal and structural analyses,
definition of the thermal environment, determina-
tion of structural element temperatures throughout
potential orbits, estimation of resulting thermal dis-
tortions, and assessment of the capability of the
structure to meet surface accuracy requirements.
Analyses show that shadows produced by the an-
tenna reflector surface play' a major role in increasing
thermal distortions. Through customization of sur-
face coatings and element expansion characteristics,
the segmented reflector concept can meet the strict
surface accuracy requirements.
Introduction
NASA is proposing a Global Change Technol-
ogy Initiative (GCTI) program. Its purpose will
be to develop the spacecraft, data systems, and in-
struments required to measure global biogeochemi-
cal, atmospheric, and oceanographic changes in the
Earth's environment from space. A combination of
low Earth orbit (LEO) and geosynchronous Earth or-
bit (GEO) multiinstrument spacecraft or large plat-
forms will provide scientific data to help scientists
better characterize the current environmental con-
ditions and understand surface, atmospheric, and
oceanographic energy and chemical transport mech-
anisms. A comprehensive set of science issues and
associated instruments that would take advantage of
the long dwell times and the hemispherical coverage
available at geostationary orbit have been compiled
in reference 1. A geostationary Earth-science plat-
form that could support these instruments has been
developed and is shown in figure 1. This spacecraft
concept supports over 15 different instruments with
widely diverse requirements. It is designed to pro-
vide a stable, stiff platform for pointing accuracy. Al-
though most of the instruments are relatively small in
size, the high- and low-frequency microwave radiome-
ters require large-diameter antennas with extremely
accurate surface contours.
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Figure 1. Geostationary Earth-science platform.
In this study, an antenna structure concept ca-
pable of mecting the accuracy requirements as well
as packageability constraints imposed by available
transportation systeins has been developed from cx-
isting structural technology for the high-frequency
radiometer. Since the achievable surface accuracy
depends on the magnitude of thermal distortions ex-
perienced by tile supporting structure, a thermal
analysis and assessment of the resulting surface dis-
tortions was conducted and is presented for two typ-
ical geosynchronous orbits. The effects of utilizing
advanced low-thermal-expansion materials and ther-
mal coatings are also discussed.
Geostationary Platform Description
Spacecraft
The conceptual design of the spacecraft for the
geostationary Earth-science missions is shown in fig-
ure 1 and described in reference 1. Tile spacecraft
incorporates a box truss concept (based on the Space
Station Freedom structural design) to provide the re-
quired stiffness to the platform. Science instruments
and power, pointing, and communications packages
are mounted along the platform. The configuration
is dominated by the low-frequency microwave ra-
diometer (LFMR) and the high-frequency microwave
sounder (HFMS) antennas. The LFMR is a large-
aperture antenna operating at frequencies ranging
from 6 to 37 GHz. In this range, a mesh or mem-
brane reflector surface may provide adequate perfor-
mance. The HFMS, on the other hand, operates be-
tween 60 and 220 GHz which necessitates tile use
of a high-accuracy, solid-reflector surface. This high
accuracy is very susceptible to thermal distortion of
the supporting structure (strongback). The opacity
of the surface further aggravates the distortion prob-
lem by causing significant temperature variations in
thesupportingstructure. Theanalysisin this pa-
per examinestile thermaldistortioncharacteristics
of possiblestructuraldesignconcepts for this an-
tmma. A structural dynamics analysis of the com-
plete spacecraft (platform and antennas) is given in
presently unpublished data by G. D. Quails et al. of
the Langley Research Center. Reflector and strong-
back structure development and structural dynamic
issues associated with the large-diameter reflector
and long feed mast of the LFMR are presented in
reference 2.
HFMS Antenna
The high-frequency microwave sounder provides
data on tropospheric temperature, humidity, precip-
itation and ice-size profiles, precipitation coverage
and rates, and cloud water estimates. These mea-
surements are obtained using frequencies of 60, 90,
118, 160, 183, and 220 GHz. This instrument is an
offset-fed Cassegrain antenna, as illustrated in fig-
ure 2, consisting of an electronic feed, a parabolic
primary reflector, a subreflector, and the associated
electronic data gathering, processing, and distribu-
tion equipment. The main structural components are
the primary reflector with its supporting strongback
and the feed support mast.
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Figure 2. 7.5-m-diameter high-frequency microwave smmder
_tllterllla.
Primary reflector. The HFMS primary re-
flector provides an optimal spatial resolution of ap-
proximately 8 km at 220 GHz from geosynchronous
orbit. Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between
spatial resolution (Earth footprint), altitude, operat-
ing frequency, and antenna diameter. At the lower
frequencies, the resolution worsens, stretching to ap-
proximately 29 km at 60 GHz. If higher resolution is
needed at the lower frequencies, the antenna diame-
ter nmst be increased or the antenna must bc placed
in a lower-altitude orbit. Resolutions provided by a
7.5-m-diameter antenna are representative of current
scientific goals (ref. 1).
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Figure 3. Spatial resolution as function of altitude (H),
antenna diameter (D), and operating frequency (p). H -
35760 kin; F = 1.2(H/D)(C/I, ) where (" denotes the
speed of light (in meters per second).
In addition to a large diameter, a reflector used
for geosynchronous microwave radiometry must have
a highly accurate surface. Estinmtes of the antenna
surface accuracy needed for nficrowave radiometry,
measured in terms of root-mean-square (rms) surface
error, range from A/50 (ref. 3) to A/100 (ref. 4),
where k is the wavelength of the associated operating
frequency. For the HFMS concept, the smallest value
of A is 0.136 cm (220 GHz). Using these estimates
as guidclirms suggests a maximum allowable rms
surface error between 13.6 #m ((}.53 rail) and 27.0 pm
(1.06 mils).
This accuracy requirement dictates the use of a
solid surface. However, the size of the reflector (a
7.5-m diameter) cannot be accommodated by any
currently available launch vehicle (4.4 m maximum
for the Shuttle orbiter). This suggests the need
for some form of segmented reflector that can be
deployed or a,ssembled in orbit. The reflector concept
in this analysis consists of a set of polished reflector
surface panels individually supported at the joints of
a tetrahedral truss strongback that can be assembled
in orbit. The reflector panels arc composed of a
graphite or glass composite honeycomb structure
with a high-reflectivity surface that minimizes the
thermal distortions across individual panels.
The concept of a tetrahedral truss strongback is
derived from an experimental test-bed model (ref. 5)
under study in the Precision Segmented Reflector
(PSR) program. The goal of this program is to de-
velop and test the strongback structure, reflector,
andotherrelatedtechnologiesfor applicationto sub-
millimeterwavelength(optical)applications.The
shapeof the reflectorfor this antennais an offset
parabolawith a ratio of focal lengthto diameter
(f/D) of 1.5necessaryforhigh-qualitymeasurement
andscanningcapabilities.
Analuminizedsurfacecoatingisassumedtocover
thefront,faceof thereflectorto providetherequired
highradiofrequency(rf) reflectivityandt.ominimize
thetemperaturexcursionsandresultingdistortions
of the panels. The backsideof the antenna(the
sidefacingthestrongbackstructure)is coveredwith
multilayerinsulation(mli) to fllrther control heat
transferto andfromthepanels.
Strongback structure. The main function of
the tetrahedral truss strongback is to provide a sta-
ble support structure that mininfizes distortions in
the overall shape of the reflector. The truss nmst
precisely maintain the relative positions and orienta-
tions of the individual panels with respect to the feed
and the other panels.
The baseline structure of the tetrahedral truss
strongback (fig. 4) is composed of thin-tube ele-
ments of uncoated P75 graphite/epoxy composite,
aluminum joints, and end fittings. The tetrahedral
truss was selected for its advanced level of devel-
opment, design heritage, and its lightweight, high-
strength characteristics. Assumed thermophysical
properties of the truss elements are given in table 1.
fract.ion of the end fittings to the entire length of the
element. Thus,
(CTE)eff = (CTE)t + LF [(CTE)j - (CTE)t]
where (CTE)cff denotes tim effective element CTE,
(CTE)t denotes the CTE of the tut)e, (CTE)j de-
notes the CTE of the end fittings, and LF de-
notes the length fraction (the total length of both
end fittings divided by the entire length of the ele-
ment). The PSR test-bed element (ref. 5) is fabri-
cated of unidirectional tubes of P75 graphite/epoxy
composite (CTE = -1.08 x 10 -(i cm/cm-°C), each
with two almninun] end fittings (CTE = 23.4 x 10 6
cm/cin-°C) that are 13 cm in length (32.3 t)ercent
of the entire length of the element). The resulting
element CTE was calculated to be 6.7x 10 -6
cm/em-°C. For the baseline concept of this analy-
sis, the length of the end fittings renmined consis-
tent with that in reference 5, but the length of the
graphite tubes increased such that the length fraction
became 12.2 percent, thus giving an element CTE of
1.9 x 10 .6 cm/cm-°C.
Table 1. Assumed Strongback Thermophysical Properties
Front Back Diagonals
Element structural sizes:
Diameter, cm ...... 2.5 2.5 2.5
Thickness, mm ..... 3.(/ 3.(/ 3.0
Average length, m . . 2.15 2.15 2.(16
y Y
t-zL-x x
Z
Trailing_edg Front
Back
Leading
edge
Figure 4. Baseline structure of tetrahedral truss strongback.
Since each structural element consists of both
tubes and end fittings, estimation of the element
CTE must consider the CTE's of both tubes and end
fittings. The equation for the element CTE is based
on the CTE's of both components and on the length
Material (P75 graphite/thcrmotflastic):
Young's modulus, N/m 2 ......... 2.07 × 1011
Mass density, kg/m 3 ............. 17.10
Specific heat, J/kg-°C . ........... 85(/
Thermal conductivity. W/m-°C ........ 76
Elentent coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE),cm/cm-K ........... t.9 x 10 _;
Surface thermal properties:
Solar absorptivity (c_) ........ 0.9 (uncoated)
Thermal emissivity (g) ....... (1.8 (mlcoated)
The baseline surface properties are those of un-
coated graphite. The ratio of solar absorptivity to
thermal emissivity (a/e) of this reference case is close
to unity; alternative coatings with a/e ratios less
than and greater than unity are also considered in
the analysis.
The material properties and structural integrity
of some candidate graphite composites may vary or
degrade at elevated temperatures (above 100°C), but
the thermoplastic composites used in the original
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PSRconceptarecuredat highertemperaturesand
thus can withstandtemperatureshigherthan the
100°Clevel. However'.tile 100°Clevelis usedasa
guidelineforcomparison.Tilepropertieslistedabove
arcassmnednot to varywith temirerature.
Feed system. A scanning multiple-beam feed
systein provides global coverage using a single
prilnary reflector. The system is based on the offset-
ted Cassegrain multiple-reflector concept (ref. 6) and
consists of all electronic feed array, a secondary re-
flector (subreflector), and the necessary feed support
mast, as shown ill figure 2. In the HFMS concept,
the incoining microwave signal reflects first off the
primary reflector and then off the secondary reflec-
tor into the feed array. Tile subreflector and fccd
array may scan slightly, thus enlarging the coverage
area provided by tile antenna. The focal length f of
the primary antcnna is 11.25 m, based on f/D = 1.5.
By using the "folded" optics of the C_scgrain sys-
tern, a l-m subreflector placed approximately 10 m
from the reflector provides the necessary separation,
and slightly reduces the length of the supporting feed
II I_k'_t,,
The feed mast seh, cted for" the HFMS is based
oil the "Minimast" concept (ref. 7). Tile Minimast
is a deployable, retractable, multiple-bw, repeating
triangular truss structure made of graphite/epoxy
composite tubes and aluminum-alloy hinges and end
nodes. Tile Mininmst was developed as a ground
test article to better characterize the performance
and c(mtrol of large space structures and thus is used
ill this model as a starting point for future design
efforts because of its known structural performance.
Structural characteristics of tile feed-mast-equivalent
beam structural model are given in t al)le 2.
Table 2. Structural Characteristics of Feed Beam
Type ........... Minima.st (triangular truss)
Material .............. GIat)hite/cpoxy
Axial stifl)mss. N ............. 1.15 x 10_
Bending stiffness. N-m '2 .......... 1.22 x 1(17
Torsional stiffness, N-m 2 ......... 1.10 x 106
Mass per mdt length, kg/m ............ 4.8
Antenna mass summary. Tile tetrahedral
truss strongback is constructed of 102 tube elements
and 31 lumped mass elements representing the joints
and end fittings. Using the element sizes and masses
of table 1, the strongback mass is 131 kg. The re-
flector panels have an areal density of 10 kg/m 2,
including a provision for surface control actuators.
This results in a total primary reflector mass of
440 kg. The 1-m-diameter subreflector mass is 13 kg,
assuming the same areal density ms the primary re-
flector. The Minimast feed structural characteristics
(table 2) result in a beam mass of 54 kg. The feed
array mass of 72 kg is an estimate from reference 8.
Ttle overall mass of the HFMS is 710 kg.
Thermal and Structural Analyses
Thermal and structural analyses were performed
on the HFMS antenna strongback using integrated
computer-aided engineering software packages devel-
oped for the design and analysis of large space sys-
tems. The software packages are described in tire
appendix.
Thermal Analysis
Thermal analyses were performed to determine
element temperature variations for the uncoated
graphite truss under different orbit conditions. In
addition, the effectiveness of alternative element sur-
face coatings as well as a Sun shield was examined
as a means of reducing temperature excursions and
improving surface, accuracy. The analyses included
formulation of thermal models based on the finite-
element model, selection and quantification of orbit
heating conditions, and calculation of truss elenmnt
temperatures for the baseline and alternative thermal
control concepts.
Thermal model. Tim thermal model used for
determining internal heat transfer in this analysis
consists of the truss supporting structure and the
solid reflector surface. The feed, feed mast, and sub-
reflector are not included. Each truss element is as-
sumed to be isothermal and is connected to other
elements through joints modeled as lumped masses.
The reflector is modeled using triangular thin-shelled
elements (which approximate the thermal character-
istics of a honeycomb panel). The reflector is in-
cluded in the analysis to assess its impact oil tile ther-
mal behavior of the truss. The modes of heat transfer
in the inodel are conductive and radiative coupling
with the primary mode being radiative. Most of the
internal heat transfer in the model occurs between
the reflector and the individual truss elements (via
radiation); the heat transfer between truss elements
(whether by conduction or radiation) is quite small.
Heating and cooling of truss elements in this anal-
ysis was strongly influenced by the presence of the
reflector. View factors between tile truss elements
and the reflector elements (the percentage of heat
leaving one surface that is incident on another) were
on the order Of 0.1. More importantly, the low so-
lar absorptivity (thus high solar reflectivity) of the
mli resultsin largeamountsofreflectedsolarenergy
impingingon the trusselementsandelevatingtheir
temperaturesduringalreadyhot conditions.During
aportionoftheorbit, thereflectorshadowsthetruss
elements,thuspreventingany typeof heatingand
allowingtheir temperaturesto dropto severelylow
levels.Thisshadowingeffectoccurseveryorbit anti
is relativelyindependentof both theseasonandtile
Sun'sdeclination.Shadowingbythe trusselements
is alsoincludedin the analysisbut hasa muchless
significantimpact.
Conductivecouplingbetweenthe elementsis
basedon theaxialthermalconductivityof tile truss
andjoint materials,the lengthof theelements,and
thecross-sectionalareaoftheelementswheretheyin-
tersecthejoint. Forthe long,thin, low-conductivity
tubesof this structure,only smallconductivecou-
plingexistsbetweentrusselements.This is further
reducedby imperfectthermalconnectionsbetween
thejoint andtube. Noconductionis assumedbe-
tweenthereflectorpanelsandthetrussbyvirtueof
theextremelylowconductanceactuatorsconnecting
them.
Theradiativecouplingbetweenelementsdepends
primarilyon the view factorsof the elementsand
their surfaceproperties(solarabsorptivityand,pri-
marily, thernmlemissivity). The view factorsbe-
tweenthe trusselementswerecalculatedto beon
the orderof 0.001or smaller,thusresultingin low
radiativecoupling.Whenthermalcoatingsareap-
pliedto theelements,theresultingheattransferbe-
comesnegligiblewhencomparedwith that between
thereflectorpanelsandthetrusselements.
Thermal environment. The thermal environ-
ment experienced by the HFMS in geosynchronous
orbit is defined by the external radiative heat fluxes
from the Sun and Earth, the space heat sink, the
existence and length of eclipse periods, and the inter-
nal heat exchanges. External heat sources incorpo-
rated in the analysis include direct and reflected in-
cident solar radiation, solar radiation reflected from
Earth (solar albedo), and incident Earth radiation
(Earth thermal). Solar albedo and Earth thermal
radiation depend on distance from the Earth and are
insignificant (less than 1 percent of the total heat-
ing) at geosynehronous altitude when compared with
incident solar heating. Truss cooling is induced by
cold space, which is assumed to be a black body at
4 K, and by eclipses that occur each orbit during
equinox seasons. The slow rotation of the reflector
and strongback relative to the Sun (characteristic of
a geosynchronous Earth-oriented body) results in a
long exposure to both heating and cooling conditions
and, consequently, in severe temperature extremes.
In order to bracket the thermal environment ex-
tremes, the thernml analysis considered two different
orbits: one occurring during equinox (which includes
a 72-min eclipse) and one occurring during solstice
(no eclipse), as shown in figure 5.
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Figure 5. Description of equinox and solstice orbits.
External heating rates. External heating rates
(priinarily direct solar radiation) are calculated on
the strongback elements at 12 different positions
around the orbit. For the equinox orbit, additional
heating rates are calculated just before and after
entering and exiting the Earth's shadow. Figure 6
shows tile orbital variation of external heating rates
averaged over all the uncoated truss elements for
both the equinox and solstice orbits beginning at 0 °,
or local noon (where the antenna is directly between
the Sun anti the Earth).
Heatingratesareprimarily influencedby three
factors: tile changein elementorientationrelative
to tile Sun, the solarradiationreflectedfi'omthe
t)ackof tile reflector,andtheblockagecausedbythe
reflector.
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the sine of the tilt angle) results in lower average heat
fluxes than in the equinox case during Sun periods.
Reflector blockage begins at an orbit angle of ap-
proximately 75 ° and noticeably reduces heating on
the clcInents. This reduced heating is similar in mag-
nitude for both orbit cases and occurs during every
orbit. The slight tilt of the solstice case keeps more
of the elements froIn being shadowed by the reflector
than in the equinox case. Tile solstice cases retain
slightly higher average heating values. Figure 6 illus-
trates these higher average heating values that occur
between the orbit angles of 120 ° and 250 °, as most
of the elements move behind the reflector.
The effect of tile Earth's shadow can be seen on
the equinox heating curve as the small but sharp drop
occurring around 180 °, local midnight.
Although the heating and cooling are similar for
both orbits, the slightly more extreme heating and
cooling of the equinox orbit and the presence of tile
Earth's shadow produce a more diverse thernlal envi-
ronment, thereby leading to greater thermal distor-
tions. Consequently, the equinox orbit was selected
as the worst-case orbit, and all results presented here
are based on this ease unless otherwise specified.
Figure 6. Variation of average external heat input with orbit
t)osition.
As the strongl)ack I)rogresses through its orl)it,
the orientation of the elements relative to the Sun
can vary from parallel, producing minimal heating, to
perpendicular, producing maximum heating. In com-
plex lattice-type structures such as the tetrahedral
truss concept, a wide assortment of element orienta-
tions exists and changes with time. Tile distrilmtion
of these orientations causes severe local temperature
gradients and distortions that have an impact on the
alltenna l)er fornlance.
In addition to direct illunfination by the Sun, the
truss elements also receive a large amount of solar
radiation from reflection off tile back of the reflector
during Sun periods. The solar radiation striking
some elements is ahnost doubled when the back of
the reflector is pointing directly at the Sun. The
offset nature of the antenna concept (fig. 2) causes
this doubling to occur at an orbit position slightly
removed fronl solar noon. As the back of tile reflector
points away from the Sun, the refected solar energy
and resulting rate of heating decrease substantially,
as shown in figure 6 for both orbit cases. In the
solstice case, shown in figure 5, a tilt angle exists
between the orbit plane and the Sun vector. This
tilt (which reduces the energy striking the reflector
and, consequently, tile reflected energy and heat by
Temperature characteristics of baseline con-
cept. Temperatures were computed for each ele-
ment in each orbital position and are used in the
distortion analysis. Average temperatures for all ele-
ments were also exalnined through the various orbits
and are useflfl for showing trends and understanding
tile complex heating/cooling of Earth-orbiting space-
craft. Figures ? and 8 show minimum, maximum,
and average temperature variations for tile baseline
truss elements at 1-hr (15 °) intervals beginning at
local noon (0 °) in the equinox orbit for steady-state
(equilibrium) and transient conditions.
Wide temperature variations are experienced by
the truss elements, ranging from 115°C to 250°C
for tile steady state and from 115°C to 160°C for
the transient analysis. The temperature difference
between the maxinlum an(t minimum element tem-
peratures at a given orbit position also varies sig-
nificantly, up to a maximum of 190°C. As the aver-
age and mininmm temperatures drop, the maximmn
temperature remains relatively constant. (This max-
imum is the hottest temperature in the truss, which
does not necessarily occur on tile same element at
each position.) The effect of the Earth's shadow can
be seen by the sharp drop and ensuing rise in max-
imum element temperatures occurring around 180 °
(local midnight). However, the sharp drop is less for
the minimum and average steady-state temperatures
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andisquitesmallfor anyof thetransienttempera-
tures.Theaveragedropsmoregraduallymsmoreof
the elementsmoveinto the shadowof the reflector
at orbit positionsrangingfromaround75° to 180°.
As the elementsmoveout of tile reflectorshadow
(about180°),theelenmntaveragetemperaturerises
lessquicklythan theinaximmn.
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Figure 7. Variation of equilibrium (steady-state) elenlcill t(!lll-
perature with orbit position for uncoate(t truss elements
in equinox orbit.
The steady-state temperatures can be helpfifl
for understanding more about, the environment at.
any given orbit position by representing equivalent
sink temperatures. However, these results can pro-
vide ufisleading information about the temperatures
that the elements actually experience, and where the
worst conditions exist. For instance, according to
the steady-state results, the maxiinum temperature
difference across the truss is 290°C and occurs at
orbit positions of 165 ° and 195 ° , whereas the tran-
sient results indicate that a maxinmm temperature
difference of 190°C occurs at 240 °. Since surface dis-
tortions are proportional to temperature difference,
the 290°C difference would lead to excessively large
distortion estimates.
Figure 9 shows the transient temperature varia-
tion for the uncoated elements versus orbit position
for the solstice orbit. A siglfificant drop is observed in
the miniumm, maximum, and average element ten>
peratures as the elements move behind the reflector,
similar to figure 8. All three solstice curves are sin>
ilar in shape and magnitude to the equinox curves
except that there is no Earth shadow period for the
solstice orbit case during which the inaximum ten>
peratures drop and rise sharply. Upon closer exam-
ination, a slight increase in average temperature is
seen for the solstice orbit during the reflector shadow
periods and a slight decrease during the Sun periods.
This trend is due to the fact that the antenna is tilted
23.5° relative to the Sun for the solstice case. This
tilt. reduces the sunlight reflected off the backside of
the reflector onto the truss, which in turn reduces the
average temperature of some of the truss elements
from 115°C to 109°C at the hottest orbit position.
The tilt also prevents more of the truss eleInents from
being shadowed by the reflector, thus keeping their
temperatures relatively high and increasing the aver-
age temperature from 160°C to 150°C at the cold-
est orbit position.
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Figure 8. Variation of transient element tmnpcrature with
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Figure 9. Variation of transient element temperature with
orbit position for uncoated truss elements in solstice orbit.
Alternative thermal protection techniques.
High temperatures not only cause distortion of the
truss and degrade antenna performance but also may
deteriorate the structural materials. For example,
at. temperatures al)ove 100°C, some graphite con>
posites may begin to decompose, thus leading to
catastrophic failure in the strongback. As shown in
figure 8, nlaximum temperatures during Sun periods
are calculated to exceed this value. Consequently,
some form of thermal protection is needed to pre-
vent these high temperatures and possibly reduce
surface distortions. Two methods of protecting the
truss structure are (1) to directly coat each structural
element with a thin surface coating and/or (2) to en-
close the entire strongback truss structure within a
Sun shield.
Coating. An etched aluminum coating fabri-
cated directly on the graphite tubes has surface prop-
erties, i.e., absorptivity (a) and emissivity (_), that
can be adjusted during fabrication by controlling
the etching process. Two different oc/c ratio coat-
ings were considered in this analysis: a low-ratio
(0.3/0.65) coating and a high-ratio (0.3/0.2) coating.
Minimum, maxinmm, and average temperatures
are presented in figures 10 and 11 for each of the
two surface coatings for the equinox orbit. In fig-
ure 10 (the low ct/c ratio case), a desirable decline in
all element temperatures occurred at orbit positions
aroml(t 0 °, or local noon. This decline is attributed
to the favorable heat t)alance set up by the low c_/c
ratio. The lower absorptivity reduces the amount of
heat absorbed by the elements, and the higher emis-
sivity allows more of the heat absorbed from the Sun
to be rejected to space, thus reducing all tempera-
tures. The reduced temperature variation across the
truss at each orbit angle, measured as the difference
between the maximum and minimmn temperatures,
will help minimize surface distortions.
The high _/_ ratio coating concept also reduces
the temperature variation across the truss, but its
lower emissivity restricts heat rejection and results
in temperatures well above the IO0°C level during
Sun periods (fig. 11). During the shadow period,
this restricted heat rejection allows the temperatures
to renmin hotter which helps to minimize the surface
distortions.
The results of the coated-element analysis indi-
cate that both of the coatings produce desirable re-
sults but have associated problems. Based on these
results, the ideal surface would have a low a/E ra-
tio (less than 1.0) for sunlight operation and a low
enfissivity (approximately 0.2) for night or shadow
operation. However, coatings with these properties
that will meet the long-mission times and be easily
producible are not readily available.
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Figure 10. Variation of transient element temperature with
ort)it position for low-ratio ((_/c 0.3/0.65} coated (fie-
merits in equinox orbit.
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Figure 11. Variation of transient element temperature with
orbit position for high-ratio (e_/c = 0.3/0.2) coated ele-
ments in equinox orbit.
Sun shield. The alternative to these coatings
is the Sun shield which prevents exposure of the un-
coated elements to both the Sun and cold space, thus
reducing heat gain and loss by the truss elements.
Enclosing the strongback structure in a semirigid Sun
shield is an attempt to completely insulate the entire
structure from the environment. The shield in this
analysis was assumed to be 1-mm-thick aluminized
Kapton with a/_ ratios of 0.35/0.6 on the outside
and0.3/0.2ontile inside.Thedrawbackof theSun
shield,however,isthat it contributesadditionalmass
andassemblyconcernsto thesystem.Sincetile Sun
doesnotdirectlyimpingeontheelements,themax-
imumtemperaturesarereduced.Also,temperatures
occurringduringshadowingremainhighersincetile
elementsareviewingthe warmerSunshieldrather
thancoldspace.Thisconceptpreventsdegradation
of thestructuralintegrityof the materialby main-
tainingtemperatureswellbelowthe materiallimits
(fig.12). It alsoreducespossibledistortionsby pre-
downlessfor the Sun-shieldconcept,their teinper-
aturesbeforecoolingdownarealreadysignificantly
lower. Thus,the coldestteInperaturesof the Sun
shieldarenoticeablylessthanthoseof thehigh-ratio
concept.
o Uncoated (ale = 0.9/0.8)
0 Coated (ale = 0.3/0.2)
o Coated (a/t" = 0.3/0.65)
Sun shield
Partial or full
reflector shadow
venting elelnent temperatures from radically falling
or rising during shadowed periods and by maintain-
ing small temperature gradients across the truss.
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Figure 13. Variation of standard deviation in element t,em-
perature across strongback with orbit position in equinox
orbit.
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Figure 12. Variation of transient element temperature with
orbit position for truss elements enclosedin Sun shield in
equinox orbit.
Comparisons. Figures 13 and 14 provide a
comparison of average element temperatures and the
standard deviation in element temperatures across
the truss, respectively, at each orbit position for the
four alternatives. The average temperature curves
from figures 8, 10, 11, and 12 are combined in fig-
ure 13 to better compare the effects of the thermal de-
signs. For instance, the low-ratio coating reduces the
temperatures during sunlit periods, whereas the low-
emissivity coating reduces heat loss during shadowed
periods. Additionally, the two coated concepts tend
to have reduced temperature variations compared
with those of the uncoated concept (fig. 13). The
Sun shield has an even flatter temperature curve be-
cause the shield prevents direct exposure to the Sun
or shadow, thus limiting both the high and low tein-
peratures. The shield concept, however, has shadow-
period temperatures slightly lower than the high-
ratio-coating concept. Although the elements cool
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Figure 14. Variation of average element temperature with
orbit position in equinox orbit.
The standard deviation in temperatures as a func-
tion of orbit position (fig. 14) is a better estimate of
the actualoveralltemperaturevariationacrosstile
truss. ThestandaMdeviationasa functionof or-
bit positionfl)r tile alternativesis similarin that it
canbecharacterizedbytwopeaks.Fortheuncoated
andcoatedeases,onepeakoccursjustasthereflector
startstoshadowtileelements,andtheotherpeakoc-
cursastheybecomeunshadowed.Tile twopeaksfor
theSun-shieldconceptoccurastheantennapresents
the minimumprojectedareatowardthe Sun. The
magnitudeof deviationof the alternativeconcepts
variessignificantlywith theuncoatedelementshav-
ing thehighestdeviation,followedhythehigh-ratio
coating,the low-ratiocoating,and finally tile Sun-
shiehtconceptwhosehighestdeviationisall ahnost
negligible12°(7(fig.14).
magnitudesaslargeas0.78mmwerecalculatedfor
this configuration.Thesedisplacementsarebetter
understoodwhenevaluatedin termsof the overall
shapechangesof theantennasurface.
Undistorted
Structural Analysis
As the antemm moves throughout its orbit, the
eh'ments expand or contract depending on the ther-
mal exI)ansion properties and the change in temper-
ature relative to the temperature of the undeformed
structure (assumed t.o be 22°C or room temperature
for this analysis). The distortion of a given element
is also dependent on the distortions of the nearby
elements and thus on their temperatures. A linear
static structural analysis was performed t.o calculate
the thermal distortions and stresses of the reflector
support struct ure and to estimate their effect on an-
tenlla ])(wforlllan('(,,
The baseline finite-element structural model was
used with the addition of a restraint condition. Three
central nodes on the backside of the truss were re-
strained, preventing both translation and rotation.
Although this restraint condition may not represent
a worst case. it mathematically restrained the prob-
lem and represented a possible means of attachment
to the platform. A linear static analysis was per-
formed at each orbit position by inputting the cor-
responding individual element t.emperatures into the
model, and the resulting node displacements and ele-
ment stresses experienced by the truss strongback at
each orbit position were obtained.
For the worst case examined (the uncoated con-
cept), typical element stresses are on the order of
3.,5 × 107 N/m 2, which pose no problems.
As an example of how the truss distorts, figure 15
illustrates displacements experienced by' the front
side of the strongback at an equinox orbit position of
210 ° for the baseline concept. The distorted config-
uration of the front side of the truss shown superim-
posed on the undistorted configuration demonstrates
tile shrinkage and added curvature that result from
the extreme coht. Distortions are amplified graph-
ieally for better visualization. Node-displacement
I
I
I IU
IIII
iiii
Distorted
Figure 15. Front side of thermally distorted strongback for
uncoated concept at orbit angle of 210 ° .
Best-fit-parabola analysis. Shape changes are
quantified using the Utku-Schmele best-fit-parabola
technique (ref. 9) which calculates the characteris-
tics of a new parabola that most closely fits through
the distorted node locations on the front side of
the strongback supporting the reflector as calculated
from the linear static analysis. These characteris-
tics are shown in figure 16. The defocus or change
in focal length describes the curling up or flatten-
ing out of the reflector support nodes. The pointing
error describes the rotation of the best-fit-parabola
focal direction from the undistorted focal direction.
Suggested accuracy limits (ref. 10) for complete an-
tenna defocus and pointing error are twice the wave-
length (=t=2.73 ram) and 10 percent of the beamwidth
(=1=4.31 arcsee at 220 GHz), respectively. These limits
are presented herein for comparative purposes only
since they represent complete system error, whereas
the calculated results do not include the effects of the
feed-beam distortion. Once the best-fit parabola is
determined, this technique calculates the root-mean
10
square(rms)errorbetweentheactualdistortednode
locationsandthecorrespondinglocationsonthenew
parabola.Thiserror(alsoshownill fig. 16)isanesti-
mateof thesurfaceroughnesscausedbythethermal
distortionsandcanbeusedto determinethebeam
efficiencyoftheantenna.
Undistorted parabolic surface
Distorted surface
:Pointing
Distorted _. , l error
focal Undistort d
direction focal /
\,,,_ direction
------ rms distortion
Figure 16. Best-fit-parabola performance characteristics.
Distortion characteristics. Figures 17, 18,
and 19 show the defocus, pointing error, and rms
surface error results, respectively, for all four alter-
native concepts in the equinox orbit. Contour plots
of surface distortion at four orbit positions are shown
in figure 20.
Baseline (uncoated) concept. At local noon,
tile baseline concept is flflly in the Sun with extra
heat reflecting from the back of the reflector surface
onto the elements, thus causing temperatures to be
quite high. Most of the elements in the truss are
at temperatures higher than the undeformed tem-
perature. These elevated temperatures cause the
elements to elongate, expanding the truss. The
front side of the truss tends to flatten (fig. 20(a)).
Positive displacements (along the z-axis) over most
of the reflector surface and negative displacements
along the edges are observed. This flattening in-
creases the focal length of the reflector, as indi-
cated by the positive defocus in figure 17. Also,
because the reflector is attached to the feed mast
at the trailing edge, the mean upward displacement
of the strongback causes the reflector to point more
toward the feed mast as indicated by the negative
pointing error in figure 18. The deviation in tem-
perature at this location is relatively small, as seen
in figure 13, and there are no particularly hot or
cold regions (no large temperature gradients) and
no sharp displacement gradients (fig. 20(a)). Con-
sequently, the rms error (fig. 19) is relatively low.
o Uncoated (a/s = 0.9/0.8)
Coated (cz/c = 0.3/0.2)
o Coated (o_/s = 0.3/0.65)
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Figure 17. Variation of reflector defocus with orbit position
for four alternative thermal designs.
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Figure 18. Variation of reflector pointing error with orbit
position for four alternative thermal designs.
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As the antenna revolves around tile Earth, its ori-
entation changes relative to the Sun, thus reducing
the reflected energy that strikes the elements. Ele-
ment temperatures drop, the elongation in elements
reduces, and the truss begins to curl toward its unde-
formed dimensions, as indicated by reduced magni-
tudes in defocus and pointing error (at orbit positions
between 0° and 60°). However, some of the diagonal
elements are still at elevated temperatures, causing
slight displ_mements of tile front surface nodes (indi-
cated by tile slight rms error in fig. 19).
[] Uncoated (a/c = 0.9/0.8)
0 Coated (ode = 0.3/0.2)
o Coated (o_/c = 0.3/0.65)
Sun shield
Maximum allowable rms
surface error
Partial or full
reflector shadow
300 I" q
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Orbit angle (variation from
local noon), deg
Figure 19. Variation of reflector rms surface error with orbit
position for four alternative thermal designs.
Tile antenna reflector is slightly offset froIn tile
z-axis (fig. 4) such that regions of the truss enter
tile reflector shadow at an orbit position of about
75 ° . The elements shadowed initially include most
of the front-side truss elements, the backside truss
elements on the leading edge, and the diagonals on
the leading edge. Tile temperatures of these elements
drop significantly and become lower than the refer-
ence temperature. Consequently, these elements be-
gin to shrink and tile front side of the truss curls,
causing a decrease in the focal length and an in-
crease in the magnitude of defocus. Since the rest
of the backside elements are not shadowed and are
no longer impinged upon by reflected sunlight, they
cool slightly which contributes to overall shrinkage.
Some of the diagonals in the trailing region and right
and left edges of the strongback are, however, more
exposed now to tile direct sunlight and are still quite
warm. These elements elongate and cause substan-
tial localized displacement of the front side nodes on
the trailing side, thus increasing tile curvature and
causing the reflector to point slightly away from the
feed mast. More significantly, large displacement gra-
dients (fig. 20(b)) occur in the right and left edges of
the strongback, which cause relatively high rms sur-
face errors, as illustrated in figure 19 by the first peak
occurring at an orbit position of 105 ° .
As the reflector rotates further, more of the diago-
nals are shadowed and reoriented, the large localized
displacements reduce in size and number, and the
rms surface error is reduced. Tile defocus and point-
ing error remain relatively high, however, because of
the shrinkage caused by the decreasing temperatures
of most of the elements. As the elements in the trail-
ing region cool further, their temperatures approach
the temperatures of the remainder of tile truss. The
temperature deviation is reduced, and the defocus
and the pointing error decrease.
Just before the entire truss is shadowed by the
reflector at 165 °, certain front-side elements on the
trailing edge become ahnost normal to the incident
solar radiation. Their temperatures become quite
high compared with those of the rest of the truss
as seen in figure 8. Those elements elongate and
the resulting localized displacements and large gra-
dients (fig. 20(c)) again increase the rms error, as
ilhtstrated by the second peak in figure 19. The de-
focus and pointing error, however, continue to de-
crease slightly because of the reduced temperature
deviation (fig. 13) in the trailing regions of tile truss.
As the antenna enters the Earth's shadow (180°),
temperature deviations fall as every element is shad-
owed from the Sun, but this extra cooling causes ad-
ditional shrinkage and results in an increased defocus
and pointing error despite the falling temperature de-
viations. Also, the rms error is smaller, a result of
tile reduced temperature gradients.
Between orbit positions of 195 ° and 210 ° , some
of the leading-edge truss elements (more specifically,
the leading diagonals and bottom elements) exit
the shadow and heat up almost instantly, because
of their low thermal mass. The affected diagonals
elongate; this further increases the curvature (and,
consequently, the defocus and pointing error) and
produces large localized displacements (fig. 20(d))
and the largest rms surface errors.
As more of the diagonals exit the shadow, the
localized displacements become slnaller, reducing the
rms error. However, as the leading-edge element
temperatures continue to rise, elongating the leading
edge of the surface, the defocus and pointing error
continue to rise along with the temperature standard
deviation.
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Figure 20. Surface contours of displacements along z-axis at four orbit positions.
Finally, as the front side of the truss exits the
shadow (around 270°), the temperature deviation
across the truss diminishes and the average tempera-
ture approaches the undeformed temperature. The
defocus, pointing error, and rms surface error de-
crease. Heating continues until the undeformed tem-
perature is exceeded and the truss flattens, again in-
creasing the defocus and pointing error•
Alternative concepts. When the elements are
coated or protected by the Sun shield, the temper-
ature variations across the truss are decreased. The
effect of this temperature reduction on the surface-
distortion results is different for each concept. For ex-
ample, during the warmest parts of the orbit (around
local noon), the elements covered with the low-
ratio coating do not experience a large temperature
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increaseandthereforedo notelongatesignificantly.
Consequently,thedefoeusandpointingerrorarealso
smallrelativeto thoseof theuncoatedclemcnts.Oil
theotherhand,theelementswiththehigh-ratiocoat-
ing(andthereforehigherteinperatures)tendto don-
gatemorethanthe uncoatedelements,andthisre-
suitsin largerdefocusandpointingerrors.
Astile trussbeginsto entertheshadow,the low-
ratio coatingpreventstile diagonals(whichcaused
localdisplacementsfor the uncoatedconcept)from
heatingupasquicklyor asmuch.This,in addition
to thealreadylowertemperatures,resultsiIl smaller
temperaturegradientsand smallerrms surfaceer-
rorsrelativelo the uncoatedandhigh-ratio-coating
concepts.Thehigh-ratiocoatingalsodiminishesthe
gradientsbut not to thesainedegree.
Duringttwshadowedportionsoftheorbit, thede-
focusandpointingerrorfor thetwocoatedconcepts
do not oscillateasmuchasthoseh)r tile uncoated
concept. The coated concepts nmintain the smaller
defocus and pointing errors by virtue of warmer el-
ement temperatures, although the low-ratio-coating
concept has the colder temperatures and, conse-
quently, worse defoeus and pointing errors. The local
gradients and rms surface errors are still smaller for
the coated concepts during this period, although the
low-ratio-coating concept has worse rms surface er-
rors than those of tile high-ratio concept. This is,
again, attributed to the cohter teint)eratures of this
concept.
As tile truss starts to exit the shadow and the
leading-edge elements begin to warm, the already rel-
atively warm temperatures of tile high-ratio coating
limit the large gradients and the resulting rms sur-
face error. The low-ratk) coating also reduces the
rms surface error (coinpared with tile uncoated truss)
by decreasing the teinperature rise of the leading-
edge elements. However, this smaller t.emperature
rise and tile extremely (:old shadow temperatures still
result in rms surf'-we errors larger than the high-ratio
concept.
Based on these results, neither coating is signifi-
cantly better than tile other in all cases, and in some
cases each is even worse than the uncoated baseline
concept. Both coating concepts have wide tempera-
ture variations throughout tile orbit and a large tem-
perature deviation across tile truss which lead to ex-
cessive surface distortions, although they are usually
less than those at the baseline.
The Sun shield decreases both the orbital varia-
tion in temperature as well ms the deviation across
the truss and, as shown in figures 17, 18. and 19,
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causes reduced surface distortions throughout almost
the entire orbit. Tile variation in surface distortion
appears to be driven prinmrily by the average ten>
perature of the elements rather than by tile gradients
or the deviation. The Sun shield reduces tile gradi-
ents and deviations by preventing localized visibility
of any heat source by the eleInents and by promot-
ing heat exchange between the elements by reflecting
energy from one onto tile others, instead of allowing
tile energy to escape to space.
Alternative structural materials. When
comparing the performance of these alternatives to
the surface accuracy requireffmnts, it can be seen
that even the Sun-shield concept, with its greatly
reduced surface error, does not meet tile 13.6-pin re-
quirement, nor does it meet the defocus or pointing
error requirements. One technique that may be nec-
essary to meet this requirement is to actively control
the surface with actuators attached to the joints of
each reflector panel. The application of this tech-
nology is under development as a part of the PSR
program and is beyond the scope of this paper.
Another approach is to employ elements with
lower effective CTE's. Effective CTE values for el-
ements depend upon a number of fimtors including
tile type of material used fbr the tubes and end fit-
tings, the geometry of the material (e.g., the lay-up
of the composites), and the ow_rall geometric charac-
teristics of the components comprising the clement
(e.g., the relative lengths of the tube and end fit-
ting). The baseline structural concept, composed
of tubes of unidirectional P75 graphite/epoxy con>
posite and two almninum end fittings with a length
fraction of 12.2 percent, had an element CTE of
1.9 x 10 -6 cm/cm-°C. By, reducing tile length frac-
tion or selecting a different material for the end fit-
tings, tile element CTE can be reduced substantially.
Figure 21 demonstrates the effects on element
CTE due to reduction in the end-fitting length frac-
tion and selection of alternative end-fitting materi-
als. These curvcs were generated using the cqua-
tion for element CTE presented earlier. As can be
seen, element CTE can be driven quite low by us-
ing smaller length fraction end fittings. However,
certain constraints (manufacturing tolerances, astro-
naut and ground handling, and tube interface re-
quirements) on the length of end fittings limit the
extent to which they may be shrunk. A more effec-
tive means is to select alternative, materials like steel
(CTE = 1.31 x 10 -5 cm/cm-°C) or titanium (CTE
= 8.28 x 10 -6 cm/cm-°C) that are more prevalent in
actual space-structure applications. Using the same
lengthfraction,elementCTE'sof 0.66x 10-6 and
0.062x 10.6 eIn/cm-°Ccanbeobtainedfor thesteel,
andtitaniumselections,respectively(fig.21).
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Figure 21. Variation of effective el(qnent CTE with end-fitting
length fraction for three alternative end-fitting materials.
Figure 22 shows the orbital variation in rlns
surface error for both the mlcoated and the Sml-
shield configurations for three element CTE
vahles (1.9 x 10 -6 , 0.66 x 10 6 and 0.062 x 10 .6
cm/cm-°C) for ahmfinum, stainless steel, and tita-
nium end fittings, respectively. In calculating these
distortions, no new temperature profiles were cal-
culated. It was assumed that small changes in the
thermal conductivity and t.hermal capacitance of the
end fittings would not noticeably change the temper-
atures calculated for the elements. Since the conduc-
tivities and thermal cat)aeitances of the three ma-
terials are similar, this a.ssumption should be valid.
Conunensurate with a linear static analysis, a lin-
ear relationship exists between element CTE and rms
distortion such that each reduction in CTE resulted
in a similar nmltiplicative reduction in rms surface
error (and ill defocus and pointiilg error). However,
although the reduction in surface error for steel end
fittings is significant, the surface error still exceeds
requirements throughout most of the orbit, even for
the Sun-shield configuration. With tit.animn end fit-
tings, on tile other hand, even the most severe sur-
face errors on the uncoated configuration fall within
the requirements over the entire orbit. The same
holds true for reflector (tefocus and pointing error.
The Sun-shield and coated configurations with tita-
nium end fittings can provide adequate surface accu-
racy for even slightly higher frequencies. However,
should significantly higher accuracy requirements or
frequencies be called for, all active control system
may be more applicable.
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Figure 22. Variation of rms surface error with elenlent CTE
and orl)it position for two thermal designs.
Concluding Remarks
A thermal-structural mo(tel has been created and
analyses have t)een conducted on the tetrahedrat
truss strongback concept for a 7.5-nl-diameter mi-
crowave radiometer antenna. Orbital variations in
temperature were calculated and discussed. Perfor-
mance comparisons were nlade between four thernlal-
protection alternatives. Finally, t.hermal distor-
tions were discusse(t for these alternatives in regard
to three antenna performance paran_et.ers: (tefocus:
pointing error, and root-mean-square surface error.
Temperatures were shown to range froln 150°C
to 180°C det)en(ting on orbit position an(t sur-
face coating. Tile temperatures were strongly in-
fluenced by shadowing, particularly the shadow cast
by' the reflector surface. The effects of this shadow
were felt throughout a large portion of both tile
equinox and solstice orbits. The shadow ca.st by
tile reflector was nmch more prominent than that
cast by the Earth with the result that both orbits
were similar with minor (tifferences due to the pres-
ence of the Earth's shadow. Mixed success was
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achievedby the useof coatingsin alleviatingtile
variousttmrmalproblems. Although the coating
with the lowerabsorptivity/emissivityratio main-
tainedtemperatureswithinsuggestedmaterialimits
throughouthe orbit, it allowedexcessivet mpera-
turedropsandthermaldistortionsduringtheshad-
owedportionsof the orbit. The coatingwith the
highabsorptivity/emissivityratio reducedthesedis-
tortionsbut allowedmaxinmmtemperaturesto ap-
proachsuggestedmateriallimits duringthe sunlit
periods.The Sunshieldperformedthe best,both
in maintaiifingmoderatetemperaturesandin reduc-
ing distortions.However,thesereduceddistortions
still exceededthesurfaceaccuracyrequiredfor this
mission.
Thesurfaceaccuracy,pointing,anddefocusre-
quirementscan be satisfiedfor frequenciesat or
below220GHzbyproperselectionofclementmateri-
alsto provideaneffectiveclementcoefficientofther-
malexpansion earor below1.0× 10-7 cm/cm-°C
coupledwith applicationof truss elementsurface
coatings,preferablywith a low thermalemissivity
andalowabsorptivity/emissivityratio (lessthan1).
Shouldthermoplasticsbeused,permittinghigherel-
ementtemperatures,a higherratiocoatingcanbe
morefunctional.Useof a Sun (or thermal)shield
wouldextendthis limit to slightlyhigherfrequen-
cies. However,for significantlyhigherfrequencies
orstricterrequirements,omeformof activesurface
controlmayberequired.Althoughtheseresultswere
for this particulardesign,the trendin temperature
andthermaldistortionshouldapplyto anysimilarly
sizedantonymhavingasolidreflectorandtetrahedral
trussstrongbackthat isplannedfor geosynchronous
operation.
NASALangleyResearchCenter
Hampton,VA23665-5225
July19,1990
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Appendix
Modeling and Analysis Tools
The structuraland thermalanalyseswereper-
formedusingthesystemofcomputer-aidedengineer-
ing softwareshownin figureA1. This softwarein-
cludestheTet.rahe(tralTrussStructuralSynthesizer
(TTSS)(foreasyfinite-elenmntmodeldevelopnmnt),
Supertab(for visualinspectionandmodificationof
finite-elementmodelsandpostprocessingof results),
ThermalModelGenerator(TMG)(forthermalmod-
elingandanalysis),ModelSolution(forlinear,static
structuralanalysis),andAntperf.A brief(tiscussion
of these tools follows.
Thermal
model
Strongback finite-element
model
m
Mq,)
Temperatures
Structural model
and loadsf
Model )
_--_(Supertab_ _ solution
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I
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Figure A1. Thermal structural analysis tools and data flow.
Tetrahedral Truss Structural Synthesizer
TTSS was created by General Dynamics Corpo-
ration to quickly model repetitive tetrahedral truss
structures to be used to support large antenna reflec-
tors and platforms. TTSS was originally part of the
Large Advanced Space Systems program (ref. 11).
TTSS, which is interactive in nature, requests
limited information from the user about the overall
antenna characteristics such as antenna diameter,
f/D ratio, and number of truss bays. More detailed
information such as structural-element physical and
material properties, design loads, and hinge and
joint characteristics can also be supplied by the user.
This information is used to estimate the structural-
element sizes, overall mass properties, and number of
piece parts that make up the structure and to create
a finite-element model of the structure to be used b.y
various analysis programs.
Supertab
Supertab is part of the I-DEAS software system
developed by the Structural Dynamics Research Cor-
poration (SDRC) and described in reference 12. It
is used to interactively build, visualize, and modify
finite-element models prior to structural analysis and
to visually interrogate the results of such an analy-
sis. The reflector structural models created by TTSS
are automatically translated to Supertab where other
components are modeled and added to complete the
entire anteIma structural model. These models are
analyzed in TMG or Model Solution discussed be-
low; the results (such as temperatures, deflections,
and stresses) are automatically translated back to
Supertat) for postprocessing.
Thermal Model Generator
TMG is an integrated thermal analysis tool de-
veloped by MAYA Heat Transfer Technologies Ltd.
of Canada that works in conjunction with SDRC's
Supertab to perform comt)lete thermal modeling and
analysis tasks (ref. 13). More specifically, TMG ac-
cepts the finite-element geometric model output from
Supertab and employs an interactive menu-driven
input system to build a complete lumped-parameter
(or finite-difference) thermal model that can be used
to estimate steady-state or transient element telnper-
atures for subsequent thermal-structural analysis.
In building this thermal model, TMG performs
several intermediate functions: it translates finite-
element model data into a surface model for
calculation of radiation heat transfer characteristics
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and into a finite-differencethermalnetworkmodel
by calculating conductive couplings and thermal ca-
pacitances: it calculates radiation exchange view
factors, radiative couplings and orbital heat fluxes
(including the effects of shadows and reflections) us-
ing techniques based on diffuse enclosure assump-
tions; it uses these radiative couplings and heat fluxes
along with the translated finite-difference model to
calculate steady or transient temperature distribu-
tions and heat transfer rates exnploying thermal
network techniques and various nmtrix solution al-
gorithms; it inaps these temperatures back onto
the finite-element model and translates them into
Supertab for graphical postprocessing and as input
to Model Solution. TMG performs these functions
in an integrated nature, thus autonmting the entire
process.
Model Solution
Model Solution is the primary numerical solver
for the I-DEAS software package (ref. 14). Its di-
rect connection with Supertab significantly auto-
mates modeling, analysis, and visualization of re-
sults. Its linear-static structural analysis capability,
used t\)r this study, is based on a finite-element for-
nmlation of linearized structural deformation equa-
tions. Inlmts include the finite-element model built
in Supertab, the restraint set or boundary conditions
discussed earlier, and the element temperatures that
act to produce structural loads. Model Solution es-
timates the displacements of the nodes in the finite-
element model of the reflector strongback as well as
element stresses caused by these loads and translates
them back to Supertab where they can be graphi-
cally examined. These displacement results are also
translated into a form suitable by Antperf.
Antperf
Antperf is a program based on a surface accuracy
routine discussed in references 9 and 11 that performs
a best-fit-parabola analysis on the distorted strong-
back to calculate its overall distortion characteristics
such as pointing error, defocus, and rms surface er-
ror. Antperf uses finite-element data from Supertab
and displacement data from Model Solution to calcu-
late the best-fit parabola through the displaced nodes
of the strongback which would support the reflector
surface and determine the change in focal length and
orientation of this new parabola from the original
undistorted parabola. It. then compares the distorted
node locations with the node locations of the new
(best-fit) parabola to determine tim rms distortion
of the reflector.
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